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Nuclear Waste Disposal in France: the Contribution of Economic

Analysis�

Jean-Alain Héraudy Oana Ionescuz

Abstract

This article addresses the following question: How to deal with uncertainty, emergence of new

information and irreversibility in the decision process of the long-term disposal of radioactive waste?

Intuitively, one might think that measures taken today are more relevant when they are �exible. We

show that the theoretical economic insights supplements this intuition and more precisely we emphasize

the real options theory as one means of valuing �exible strategies in the disposal of highly radioactive

waste. Moreover, we argue that the optional approach must involve a more complex utilization in the

recently developed French project of reversible repository given the presence of multiple disposal stages.

Keywords: Radioactive waste, Real options, Reversibility

JEL Classi�cation: D81, Q40, Q50

1 Introduction

One of the most important environmental problems for our society is the disposal of the radioactive waste.

Indeed, taking important decisions in this domain requires the consideration of major uncertainties relative

to potential impacts on the environment, long time horizons and fundamental ethical principles re�ecting

the expectations of society.

In recent years, in order to protect humans and the environment, governments are increasingly con-

cerned with the challenging tasks of building safe facilities of the radioactive waste. This typically repre-

sents a long-term management problem for policy makers.

The research on waste disposal reveals that for some types of radioactive waste like HLW (high level

waste) or ILW (intermediate level waste), the disposal in geological layers is the best option likely to be

accessible in the near future. A signi�cant characteristic of geological disposal, as opposed to interim

storage or surface storage, is that it implies a passive system of maintenance and control regarding the

future generations.

This option is under examination in most countries having important amounts of radioactive waste.

France is one of the countries which have taken formal governmental decisions to go ahead with facilities for

the disposal of highly radioactive waste. The 2006 Act prescribes deep geological disposal as a reference
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solution in order to protect humans and the environment. In addition, the disposal process must be

reversible for a minimal period of 100 years.

The introduction of the reversibility is considered in order to take advantage of progress in science and

technology or to adapt to changing political climate or positions in society. More precisely, as described

in Figure 1, the reversibility implies that at each step of decision, di¤erent options are available: retrieve

the radioactive waste if new information justify it, reevaluate the disposal process, modify the system

parameters or continue on the same path.

Figure 1 Potential outcomes of options

assessment including reversal, Source:

ANDRA, Scienti�c Report, 2010.

Thus, the reversibility is evidently a central concept of the whole issue. The retrievability of waste

packages (the "go back" part of Figure 1) is only one aspect of the global reversibility of the project. We

concentrate on it. So, for future reference in the paper, when we speak of "reversibility of decision", it

only concerns the aspects regarding the retrieval operations.

The retrievability of the radioactive waste may be motivated by safety reasons or by the possibility to

recover the radioactive materials from the waste packages if appropriate techniques are available in the

future.

Therefore, the French project implies also some �exibility concerning the disposal operation. Because

the ability to access the radioactive waste packages depends on the e¤ort needed for the retrieval, the

repository involves multiple disposal stages, with di¤erent degrees of retrievability, as stated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Scale of retrievability; Source:

ANDRA, Scienti�c report, 2010.

These stages are classi�ed from the most reversible (easy to retrieve) to the less reversible one (di¢cult

to retrieve). The �rst stage is the surface storage, where the degree of retrievability of waste packages

is maximal. The other stages concern the deep geological disposal at several hundreds of meters, each
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of them implying di¤erent elements of monitoring or various changes in the structure if the retrieval is

intended. The last stage is the one with the minimal degree of retrievability, while the ultimate waste

can be recovered only by mining or excavation works. Obviously, the more di¢cult is the retrieval, the

higher is the cost. Also, the active control associated to the interim storage involves higher maintenance

and operational costs, while after the disposal in deep geological layers there is mainly a passive control.

Motivated by these special characteristics of the French project of radioactive waste disposal, the aim

of our paper is to assess the value of the reversible radioactive waste repository with di¤erent disposal

stages and for doing this we o¤er some economic theoretical insights to analyze the relationship between

reversibility and the signi�cant costs characterizing the project. More exactly our objective is to show

how the real options theory may be mobilized for analyzing the issue.

The paper contains two sections in addition to this introduction. The second section describes special

features of the radioactive waste disposal from an economic point of view and highlights the concept of

real options. The third section presents some theoretical ideas concerning possible applications of the

real options theory to the radioactive waste project with multiple disposal stages and some extensions for

di¤erent aspects treated in the paper.

2 Why is the option value important to the radioactive waste disposal?

In this section we consider that answering the question whether real options could be useful in the

valuation of the project of radioactive waste disposal, should start by a systematization of some important

characteristics of the project. Then we are able to explain the link between the option value and the

management of radioactive waste.

2.1 In what the radioactive waste disposal is a special issue for the economist?

Given that the project of radioactive waste disposal involves large-scale needs, di¤erent engineering con-

straints or exogenous events and a long-run decision-making planning, three important features arise in

the decision process: the uncertainty, the irreversibility of costs and the �exibility in the implementation.

There is no doubt that the radioactive waste disposal is subject to di¤erent types of uncertainty

in�uencing the decision process. One of the most important uncertainties concerns the evolution of the

technological progress in this domain or changes in technical parameters. In addition, we can mention

the economic uncertainty, that is the market value of radioactive elements that are contained in the

radioactive waste and which could possibly be recovered in the future, if new processes of treating and

recycling emerge. The uncertainty of economic aspects may also concern the costs implied by an eventual

extraction of radioactive waste contents. To these sources of uncertainty we can add the changing political

and social context.

Hence, the decision maker facing uncertainty, must learn to manage it and to adapt to it. Especially

when additional information may arrive in the future, it is better to approach the problem in sequential

framework, preserving as long as possible the opportunity to reverse choices if new information warrants.

Thus, as a response to uncertainties mentioned above, �exibility needs to be introduced into the project

to enable the decision maker to take advantage of opportunities that may develop during the lifetime of

the project. For instance, in the French project there is some �exibility associated to the implementation

process: on the time-schedule of the project, on the choice of technologies of disposal and on the degree

of reversibility of the repository.
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Secondly, investing in the radioactive waste repository is very costly. Indeed, it requires heavy �nancial

resources and a speci�c capital. For example, the construction of the infrastructure takes several years

and the whole project costs billions of euros. To this amount, we must add the maintenance costs of

waste management, which might spread over several hundreds of years. As a consequence, the radioactive

waste disposal implies a strong degree of �nancial irreversibility.

Above all, the temporal dimension is important and must be taken into account in the decision process.

Variations of economic or technical conditions during the lifetime of the project (which is particularly

high given the period of reversibility of minimum one hundred years) may mandate a new optimization

in the operation of disposal, according to these future developments. Therefore, the question of storing

radioactive waste raises a current economic debate on the optimal discount rate in an intergenerational

context. The decision may involve signi�cant changes in lives of persons concerned, which indirectly

a¤ects the preference of time itself. More precisely, the long-term reversible disposal will provide future

generations with the bene�t of the option to make additional choices based on improved knowledge and

technology, but these bene�ts may come from higher expenses on design and construction for the current

generation, who will build the repository.

Thus, in the presence of huge uncertainties the nature of decision-making mechanism should be recon-

sidered. This implies changes in the status of the discount rate to be taken into account in intertemporal

modelisation. We touch here a philosophical and economic debate that goes beyond the scope of the

present paper. Faithful to our intentions adopted from the beginning of this paper, we choose to present

only some positions adopted in the economic literature. Authors such as Broome (1994) and Beckerman

(1996) argue for a positive value of the discount rate, while Cowen and Par�t (1991) and Cowen (1991)

defend a discount rate close to zero. The more recent works argue that discount rates vary with time and

that, as a general rule, they decline as the time horizon increases. There are some arguments supporting

this hypothesis. One argument would come from the fact that individuals� time preference rates are not

constant over time, but decrease with time. Individuals tend to discount the near future at a higher

rate than the long-distant future. Also, uncertainties of the future evolution of the economy and the

consumption trends or the social issue of the balance of costs between generations constitute other types

of arguments usually invoked. We have identi�ed some models developed in order to shape and measure

the decreasing discount rate over time. Newell and Pizer (2003) build a model based on rates of return

on investments, in strong relation with the observed risk-free market rates and conclude that e¤ective

discount rate should decline in the future, in agreement with Weitzman (1999) and Gollier (2007).

If we adopt the last point of view in the case of reversible disposal of radioactive waste, di¤erent

scenarios may be applied for the minimal period of reversibility of one hundred years: for a period of time

inferior at 30 years the decision-maker may apply a higher discount rate, but for periods exceeding 30

years the discount rate must be very low (1%, 2%), as stated by Gollier (2007).

Following this questioning on the measure of the correct discount rate in a very distant future, many

economists tried to tackle the problem of investment under uncertainty by creating di¤erent economical

models which made history to this day. They tried to investigate how to represent aspects like arrival of

new information, irreversibility and �exibility, how to integrate them in a long-term decision dilemma.

Somehow they succeeded when they developed the bene�t-cost analysis, which became over the time,

one of the most applied theories on investment decision. This theory shows that the net present value

(NPV) for an allocation is obtained after summing up the di¤erence between bene�ts and costs, previously
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accounted for our time preferences:

NPV =
X

Discounted benefits� (1)
X

Discounted costs

An investment project is undertaken if it has a positive net present value. The rate we consign

to the reduction of future costs and bene�ts represents the discount rate. Nevertheless, this formula

could be applied if very important conditions are satis�ed: the distribution of cash-�ows and costs must

be identi�ed at the beginning of the project and the discount rate must be constant during the whole

existence of the project. These conditions imply that the use of the cost - bene�ts method may undervalue

investments under uncertainty.

So, in the speci�c project of disposal of the radioactive waste this technique may fail to correctly

analyze some aspects that can a¤ect the decision process: the need to take into account a relative high

period of time and an optimal level of the discount rate, the need to be certain that the evaluation

includes di¤erent types of uncertainties. Consequently, as a response to these di¢culties to evaluate a

project involving uncertainty, irreversibility and �exibility, the real options theory was developed and we

examine its main contributions in the next subsection.

2.2 What are real options?

Since the �80s, the real options theory is a modern approach used to better analyze problems of strategic

decisions in domains with a high degree of uncertainty: natural resource exploration, energy industry,

biodiversity, research and development, development of new technologies, etc. This theory is rooted in the

decision theories and helps to explain phenomena like the dynamic nature of the decision, not addressed

by the traditional method of discounted cash-�ows, presented above.

The concept of option value was �rstly developed in the work of Arrow and Fisher (1974), Henry (1974)

and Myers ( 1976). The latter formalizes the concept under the name of real option. In their research,

these economists show that the information available in the future is not valuable for an irreversible

decision, but it is for a reversible decision. In this way the value of additional information is an important

argument in favor of a reversible decision. In fact, the value of new information can be zero or positive,

depending on the degree of reversibility of the decision. The di¤erence between the value of information

for a reversible decision and a irreversible one is an option value. The objective of research in these

pioneering works is to show that traditional cost-bene�t analysis ignores the fact that information on the

consequences of the investment can be revealed in the future, the analysis being then inexact. Actually,

the option value underlines this result: if we do not take into account the arrival of information during

the life cycle of a project, then the analysis is biased. From an economic point of view, this statement

is essential. In reality we must have indicators that can estimate the error induced when ignoring the

arrival of additional information. In this sense the option value is a measure of the �exibility cost, since

the choice of �exibility is never free for a �rm. The price paid to bene�t from this option value is the

opportunity cost of non-�exibility.

The intuition underlying the real options concept is straightforward: there may be a value associated

with the option to postpone a decision until some of the uncertainty about the variables which in�uence

it, is resolved. Depending on whether the circumstances are favorable or not, the decision-maker has

the right, but not the obligation to realize an action or to take a decision. These circumstances are
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determined by the existence of three key conditions which interact and in�uence the option value: the

irreversibility of costs, the uncertainty of the main variables a¤ecting the decision and the �exibility in

the implementation of the project. In order to assess the value of a project involving these characteristics,

an expanded net present value (NPV ) can be calculated that includes the net present value determined

from the traditional bene�ts-costs method (npv) and an option value:

Extended NPV = npv +Option value (2)

In the economic literature several key articles mark the application of this new formula and thus the

evolution of this theory, as well as its applications.

In the�80s, McDonald and Siegel (1986) consider that a risky project can incorporate characteristics

to enable better determination of its true value. In their work, the authors analyze the asymmetry

between the decision to invest and the decision to wait, the �rst being irreversible, while the second is

not. They discover a decision rule that incorporates the cost of opportunity that we may lose because of

the possibility to wait when a project is developed.

Brennan and Schwartz develop in a similar article (1985) a general model to generate the appropriate

time to develop a project to extract natural resources. They also include the option to wait, the option of

closing and reopening in the decision to change the status of the project. Brennan and Schwartz show that

precisely this option value of changing between the various states should be included in the analysis. For

example, they demonstrate that a project should remain open until the point where the income plus the

value of the option to reopen will equal the value of variable costs. On the contrary, a project is expected

to remain closed until the point where revenue equals the variable costs plus the option of closing.

The �90s brought a huge number of applications of the theoretical real options framework. In 1991

Pindyck recognizes the importance of the decision to defer investment in time for two reasons. First, the

irreversibility of certain investment may encourage to wait in order to see if these investments are actually

pro�table in the long term. Secondly, the delay of a project gives the company the opportunity to wait

for new information on costs, prices and market conditions before committing.

Kulatilaka (1993) takes the example of a steam power plant which can use two types of energy: oil and

gas. This type of plant can be considered as a series of exchange options since it has the alternative to

choose at each period the cheapest source of energy. Obviously, a power plant running only at fuel or only

with gas would be cheaper to build. The question is: the �exibility o¤ered by the plant with two types of

energy justi�es the extra investment compared to a mono-energy plant? To �nd out, the author compare

the additional cost to the value of �exibility, which is calculated as the di¤erence between the value of

the bi-energy plant (estimated with real options) and the value of the mono-energy plant (estimated with

NPV).

Dixit and Pindyck (1994) lay out a very good foundation for the analysis in the real options �eld.

They provide a substantial level of analysis in the study of irreversibility with dynamic programming and

contingent claims techniques developed over the years. Their rigorous study is illustrated with examples

of the relations among irreversibility, uncertainty, timing and investment decisions.

Grenadier and Weiss (1997) use the real options approach in a model which considers a company

facing a sequence of opportunities for investment in technological innovations. The company anticipates

the arrival of a new technology which is more e¢cient. The existing technology was originally called the

current technology. Upon arrival of a new technology called future technology, the company decides to
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"move" or not to this new technology. The decision of the company to adopt the new technology depends

on its previous decision on the technology. This leads to a "path dependency" (path dependency) in the

process of decision.

Childs, Ott and Triantis (1998) propose a model for the evaluation of real options by taking into

account the e¤ect of the interdependence between di¤erent projects on investment decisions. Theses

relations between the various projects may appear in di¤erent forms. Projects may be mutually exclusive

in the sense that they can achieve the same aim. In this case, the decision would be to retain a single

project. This characterizes companies which are facing to choose between di¤erent technologies, more

products or manufacturing processes, and so on. A typical case of mutually exclusive projects is the

decision to replacement.

Our further considerations concerning the importance of adopting a real options framework when

taking decisions in the case of radioactive waste disposal belong to this literature stream.

3 How to assess the value of the reversible radioactive waste repository

Recent literature shows that real option theory can be applied to take into account uncertain time

processes, �exibility and irreversibility in the radioactive waste disposal decisions. More particularly,

Gollier et al. (2001) and Loubergé et al.(2001) pick up these ideas in di¤erent ways and show that

introducing real option theory can generate new insights in the management of the radioactive waste.

The �rst paper highlights the idea that the value of radioactive waste reversibility is a real option that

can be exercised by a future generation, if she wishes to do it. Given a stochastic evolution of the value

of raw materials contained in radioactive waste, the authors analyze the costs and the bene�ts of the

reversibility. They show that with representative values of raw materials contained in waste, and given

the realistically possible evolution of this value in the future, the value of bene�ts from the reversibility

is small. More speci�cally, the authors �nd that it is socially optimal to implement the reversible storage

when the radioactive row material�s value reaches a certain threshold.

Loubergé et al.(2001) investigate the optimal timing to switch from surface storage to deep geological

disposal of radioactive waste using a real options approach, based on the minimization of di¤erent costs

of the project. The optimal decision to choose the immediate deep disposal of radioactive waste or not is

obtained by maximizing the expected value of the discounted di¤erence between two stochastic variables:

the interim storage cost and the cost of deep disposal.

We consider here the necessity to go beyond these papers in order to deal with the actual reversible

disposal issue. In the following part, three points will successively be developed. Firstly, the recently

developed French framework of radioactive waste repository which introduces multiple disposal stages.

Secondly, the multiple types of uncertainties that must be taken into account in the decision process.

Thirdly, the necessity to introduce a more complex formulation of the real option to switch.

3.1 The French Scheme of the Reversible Repository for Nuclear Waste

As mentioned before, the disposal infrastructure is a major component of the radioactive waste issue.

Accordingly, the project sets some objectives that the governmental agency in charge with the radioactive

waste management (ANDRA) must follow throughout the development of the investment. In particular,

minimizing the radioactive risk and therefore the assurance of a maximal safety on the very long term are

the cornerstone of this project (including the economic retrieval value). Obviously, this objective is very
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linked to the maximization of the value of the reversible disposal project. Both objectives interact in the

optimization problem of choosing the disposal stage according to a complex set of variables in�uencing the

decision. Consequently the ability to adjust the disposal facilities according to the arrival of information

over time is essential.

As we just noted in the previous section, the opportunity to reconsider a decision creates an option.

For example, if the decision maker closes de�nitively the repository of radioactive waste, he gives up

the opportunity to open it later and recover the radioactive materials contained in the ultimate waste

if new techniques of treatment and recycling are available. This means abandoning an option and the

opportunity cost must be taken into account in decision making. The �exibility in the implementation

project is appealing and must be measured by some concept of option value linked to the retrievability

potential.

The main originality of the French project is the existence of multiple disposal stages with di¤erent

degrees of retrievability for the radioactive waste. This means that at each decision point, the govern-

mental agency has to consider three options: to remain on the same disposal stage, to switch back to a

disposal stage where the waste packages are easier to retrieve or to switch to a disposal stage implying

more di¢cult retrieval operations.

In the following �gure we can clearly observe the particular framework of the French disposal of the

radioactive waste.

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 1

Stage 3

Stage 1

Stage 2

t t+1 t+2

Figure 3 Disposal stages for the

French reversible repository

The nuclear French authority must realize a reversible nuclear waste storage with di¤erent disposal

stages, i.e. di¤erent degrees of retrievability for the waste packages. These stages, providing the same

degree of safety, are classi�ed according to the degree of �exibility regarding the e¤ort of retrieval, from

the most reversible to the most di¢cult to reverse. Stage 1 represents packaged waste placed in interim

storage. Stage 2 is waste moved from interim storage to a repository facility a few hundred meters deep,

which may require further re-packaging. Additional protective barriers around the waste emplacement

cell are put in place in further stages (e.g Stage 3) until the �nal disposal state. Returning back means

that the waste packages are recovered after various changes of structure.

3.2 Various types of uncertainties

The value of these available options is determined by di¤erent uncertainties involved in the implementation

process of waste disposal. Since the project is to provide the reversibility of the repository for at least 100

years, uncertainties will be of a very high magnitude. Although the geological conditions may not change

during this period, the economic, technical and political/social factors may involve signi�cant changes.
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We should consider here an aggregated indicator of retrieval value Wt at each date t re�ecting three

dimensions, all a¤ected by signi�cant uncertainty: Wt = f(Pt;Mt; Qt). Pt represents the market value

of radioactive materials contained in the ultimate nuclear waste, which is determined by movements in

general economic parameters and changes in the nuclear industrial branch. Mt represents the state of

the art in relevant technologies (the technological progress may be di¤erent when considering a radical

or incremental innovation in the nuclear waste �eld). The last term, Qt describes the social and political

factors that may also in�uence the value of the project, like public perception of nuclear risk, changing

political climate, citizens trust in technological expertise, etc.

3.3 Switching among multiple disposal stages

This subsection is concerned with an investigation of how the real options approach can be useful for

the managerial decision in the French case of radioactive waste repository, which turns out to be quite

a special project. We argue here that this work may inspire future investigations in this interesting but

highly unexplored area of application for real options. Our particular purpose is not to construct a full

calculation model, but to show the usefulness of real options model to waste handling decision process.

In order to simplify the exposition of the problem from the Figure 3, let�s de�ne s as the disposal stage

among N possible technological options, ranked from the more �exible s = 1 to the less �exible s = N;

with s taking entire values. For instance, for the three �rst periods, with this notation, the possible stages

are the following:

t = 0 t = 1 t = 2

s0 = 1 s1 = 1

s1 = 2 s2 = 2

s2 = 3

s2 = 1

C+ C−

W0 W1 W2

T

Figure 4 Example of available options for the

�rst three periods

In Figure 4 describing the French repository scheme, at each date t; there are three possibilities:

st =

8

>

<

>

:

st�1

st�1 � 1

st�1 + 1

(3)

We mean by this formulation that the agency decides to stick to preceding technological option, to

return to a more �exible one, or to proceed to a less �exible one. For instance, going to a less �exible

stage means to make the individual waste packages more compact, more isolated by concrete barriers, etc.

Returning to the preceding stage involves de-compacting and successively reopening the barriers, etc.

The maintenance costs associated with the monitoring of the radioactive waste for a certain disposal

stage, Cs; are considered as deterministically given and constant in time, for simpli�cation. Also, if there

is no change in the adopted disposal stage, i.e. st = st�1; there is no switching cost (C = 0) and if

switching to another disposal stage (st = st�1 � 1); there are switching costs (C = C
+or C�): C+ is for

instance the cost of adding new barriers and C� is the cost associated to the dismantling part of existent
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ones.

Given these assumptions, the decision problem of the agency can be formulated as follows. At each

date t;upon observing Wt, the agency attempts to maximize the value of the waste packages by choosing

between the three options presented in equation (3):Then, applying equation (2) to our formulation leads

to consider in fact three option values, each of them depending on di¤erent parameters as follows:

Ost = f(Wt; Cs; C
+; C�) (4)

where Ost is the available option for the disposal stage s at the date t.

The agency will make the choice between realizing or not the option, bearing in mind not only the

consequences of future evolutions of the retrieval value of radioactive waste, Wt;but also the value of

di¤erent costs implied by the project, related to monitoring and switching operations.

It is important to mention that when including multiple disposal stages, the switching option might

not be seen as independent. Because the repository involves multiple disposal stages which, for technical

reasons are sequentially ordered, the project can be thought of as a compound option, in which the

realization of the option to store the radioactive waste on a certain disposal stage gives the option to go

further to others stages until the �nal state of the repository or to go back to previous stages in order to

retrieve the waste. Consequently, each stage can be viewed as an option on the value of the subsequent

stage and will be a function of previous realized and remaining options:

Ost = f(Ost�1�1; Ost�1+1) (5)

More speci�cally, the value of the option to store the radioactive waste on the �rst disposal stage will

be determined by the outcome from the realization of this option and the potential extension towards

subsequent stages. For example, realizing an earlier real option (such as closing the galleries of access)

can change the value of future options for the retrieval of waste packages.

These interactions between various options involved in the reversible disposal of radioactive waste may

be important in the valuation of the project. This explains why they need to be valued together because

their combined value may di¤er from their separate values.

Given the reversibility of the decision, the presence of multiple interlinked options makes the optional

approach more complex to implement than in previous works applying real options theory. We argue that

these aspects should carefully be taken into consideration by the decision-maker. Moreover, we consider

that our exposition of the decision-process should provide important information to the governmental

agency, enabling the systematization of �exible alternatives at each decision point. By analyzing the

in�uence of di¤erent parameters on the option value in equation (4), we can �nd some important policy

implications. In particular, it would be interesting to look at the e¤ects of the evolution of the retrieval

value and the costs values on the option value to switch among disposal stages. Intuitively, one might

think that as the retrieval value of the radioactive waste increases the value of the option to return to a

more reversible stage increases. Also, increasing switching costs may reduce the value of the option to

switch among stages. In a further research, analytical solution for our formulation may help to answer

many other questions. How the maintenance costs for each stage a¤ect the agency�s decision? Which is

the optimal disposal stage to be chosen given the arrival of new information regarding the retrieval value

of the waste?, etc.
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4 Concluding remarks

Our paper introduced in a simpli�ed way a conceptual real options based framework to support the

complex decision problem of reversible storage of the radioactive waste in France.

In the introduction, we made a review of conceptual tools available to the economist to address

this issue. We started from the observation that the real options theory is clearly relevant because

the reversible disposal of radioactive waste typically involves several important features: uncertainty,

�exibility and irreversibility. In this sense our aim was not to make an additional contribution to the

already impressive literature on the real options theory, but rather to show how the concept of option

value can be used by the decision maker in the recently developed framework of radioactive waste disposal

in France.

This �rst attempt to stress the sequential nature of decision process and the importance of subse-

quent options on the initial decision should be of interest to the decision-makers in charge of the nuclear

waste management. Although, we just aimed for qualitative results and general principles rather than

quantitative outcomes. Of course, we need now to implement a precise model involving technological,

economic and social parameters. This paper made the theoretical global setting and stressed the necessity

to reconsider the traditional option value model.

Our insights can mainly be validated by letting people with relevant competences evaluate our argu-

mentation. In order to completely formalize our considerations, the economic and engineering analyses

must work together.
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